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SUMMARY 

The way people make payments today has been changing much faster than 

any other area of financial services industry, primarily influenced by changes in 

digital technology. These changes seen through the increase in cashless payments are 

present not only at the European and international level, but also in the Republic of Macedonia. 

Thus, the value of cashless transactions in the country initiated by or intended for natural 

persons and legal entities (that excludes the monetary financial institutions sector) in 2017, 

registered an annual growth of 9.6% to Denar 3,483 billion, which is 5.6 times the nominal 

GDP for 2017. The largest portion or 99% are credit transfers, and the rest (1%) are executed 

with payment cards.  

Most of the credit transfer transactions was made by legal entities (71%), while the 

rest by natural persons. Electronically initiated credit transfers accounted for 42% of the total 

number of credit transfers in 2017. In addition, legal entities mostly initiate electronic credit 

transfers using a personal computer (99.9%), while natural persons, besides personal 

computers (92%), use mobile phone (7%) and ATMs (1%). In comparison with the EU 

countries, the Republic of Macedonia reported a relatively low share of electronic credit 

transfers (42%) in the total number of credit transfers (the old EU1 member states with 91% 

and the CESEE2 countries with 86%). 

In our country, payment cards are mostly used for cash withdrawal or 69% of the 

total value of turnover with cards in the country, 26% is for payments in retail (POS terminals), 

4% accounts for cash deposits and 1% is for e-commerce. Similarly, nonresident cards in the 

country were mostly used for cash withdrawal (60% of the value initiated with foreign payment 

cards in the country). On the other hand, domestic payment cards were mostly used abroad 

for payments in trade - POS terminals (55% of the value initiated with domestic payment cards 

abroad). 

E-commerce is increasingly being used, where the percentage of the population in 
the Republic of Macedonia that shops online increased from 5% in 2012 to 15% in 2017. Yet, 
this level is almost four times below the EU average, although 76% of the Macedonian 
population used the internet, which is relatively close to the EU average (85%). The 
Macedonian population mostly purchased from Internet-merchants outside the EU (76% in 
2017), and only 30% of the population purchased from domestic Internet-merchants, which 
may point to a limited offer of products and services from the domestic Internet-merchants. 
At the end of 2017, 5 banks in the Republic of Macedonia supported e-commerce with a 
relatively small number of Internet merchants (719). 

The progress of payment technology, however, does not preclude the use of cash. 
Thus, in 2017, 15 cash withdrawal transactions per capita were conducted in the Republic of 
Macedonia, while 25 for payments in retail. Compared to the old EU member states and the 

                                                      
1 Austria, Belgium, Germany, Greece, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Finland, France, the Netherlands, 
Sweden and Spain. 

2 Bulgaria, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, the Czech Republic, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary and Croatia. 
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CESEE countries, the situation is significantly different in favor of transactions in retail. In the 
EU member states, 28 transactions per capita were for cash withdrawal and 109 for payments 
in trade. In the CESEE countries, 18 transactions per capita were for cash withdrawal and 56 
for payments in trade. Taking into account the above, and in order to achieve a higher level 
of digitization of the Macedonian society and reduce the use of cash, the NBRM, the Ministry 
of Finance and the banking sector representatives prepared a Draft Cash Reduction 
Strategy for the Republic of Macedonia.  
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1. TOTAL PAYMENT OPERATIONS IN THE COUNTRY 

  
 The total domestic payment operations3 in 2017 registered an annual growth 
of 9% and reached Denar 5,929.4 billion, which is 9.6 times more than the nominal GDP. 
From a structural point of view, most of the value of the total payment operations were carried 
out through MIPS4 (60%), followed by payments settled within the internal systems of banks 
(33%), KIBS5 (with around 6%), international card schemes (about 1%) and CaSys6 with a small 
share in total payments. Regarding the number of transactions, most of the cashless payments 
were made using payment cards through international card schemes (38%), credit transfers from 
the internal payment operations of banks (27%) and KIBS (21%), while the rest was made with 
payment cards from the internal payment operations of banks (10%) and credit transfers through 
MIPS (4%). Compared to 2016, significant changes were registered in the total number of 
transactions executed through the international card schemes, which increased the structure 
share by 5.5 percentage points in 2017 (an increase from 32.4% to 37.9%) and indicates an 
increased use of payment cards for cashless payments.  
 

 

 

 

                                                      
3 The total payment operations in the country covers all sectors of the economy, including the monetary financial institutions sector.   
4 MIPS is a system for settlement of large-value and urgent payments in denars and in euros in real time on a gross basis (RTGS - 
Real Time Gross Settlement System). 
5 The Clearing House - Clearing InterBank Systems AD Skopje (KIBS) operates the system for multilateral deferred net settlement for 
processing of small payments that does not exceed Denar 1,000,000.00. 
6 International Card System AD Skopje (CaSys) is a system of multilateral deferred net settlement of payments with domestic brands 
of credit cards. 
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Establishing a cross-border system for euro payments by connecting MIPS 
with TARGET2 

 

In early 2017, the National Bank began operating a system for cross-border 
payments in euros, by connecting the Macedonian Interbank Payment System 
(MIPS) with TARGET 2 (Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement 
Express Transfer System)7 of the Eurosystem.  The ultimate goal of this project is faster 
and safer cross-border payments in euro and reduction of cost for the benefit of the broader 
economy, including companies and households. This project has fully implemented the 
recommendation for creating an alternative channel for payments in euros, besides the 
correspondent banking, under the IPA project “Needs Analysis Report with NBRM” conducted 
by representatives of the European Central Bank and the central banks that form the 
Eurosystem.  

In the cross-border euro payments system, all commercial banks in the Republic of 

Macedonia opened foreign currency accounts, with 6 domestic commercial banks and the 

National Bank making payments for their clients. In 2017, the total value of outflows in euros 

through MIPS reached Euro 343 million, while the total number of outflows was about 4.6 

thousand transactions. Analyzing the euro inflows, about 0.5 thousand transactions were 

executed through TARGET2 and MIPS, with a total value of Euro 303 million.  

 

 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASHLESS PAYMENTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF 
MACEDONIA 

 

The growth trend of cashless payments present in Europe and worldwide in the 

past two decades, is also evident in the Republic of Macedonia. The total value of 

cashless payments8 by natural persons and legal entities in the country in 2017 registered an 

annual increase of 9.6% and reached Denar 3,483 billion (by 5.6 times more than the nominal 

GDP for 2017). Larger portion of the value of cashless transactions (99%) is made through credit 

transfers (with almost equal share of paper-based and electronic credit transfers), and only 1% 

of the value was made with the use of payment cards. Although the share of transactions with 

payment cards in the total value of cashless transactions is low, the value made with this payment 

                                                      
7TARGET2 - system for settlement payments in euros in real time on gross basis owned and operated by the Eurosystem. 
8 Cashless transactions refer to transactions initiated with a payment order – payment instrument: credit transfers, direct debits, 
payment cards, e-money transactions, cheques and other payment instruments. Direct debits are still not introduced as a payment 
instrument in the Republic of Macedonia, whereas cheques were abolished in 2007. At the same time, despite the legal possibility, 
there are no e-money transactions. In addition, the total cashless transactions cover only credit transfers in the domestic payment 
operations and payments with payment cards issued in Republic of Macedonia in the domestic payment operations (excluding 
transactions within the sector of monetary financial institutions). 
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instrument makes up 9% of the personal consumption in the Republic of Macedonia. In addition, 

there is a significant change in the structure of the number of transactions with cashless payment 

instruments. Thus, in 2017, the share of payment card transactions increased by 5 percentage 

points, at the expense of the reduction mainly in the share of paper-based credit transfers. The 

total number of transactions with cashless payment instruments for 2017 was 102 million, most 

of which using payment cards (43%), while the rest were made using paper-based and electronic 

credit transfers (33% and 24%, respectively). This change indicates a stronger use of 

payment cards by the households and companies for the execution of cashless 

payments in retail.  
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    However, the 

comparative analysis9 with 

the CESEE countries and 

the old EU member states 

shows that the payment 

cards in Macedonia are less 

used compared to these 

two groups of countries. 

Thus, the share of payment 

card transactions in the total 

number of cashless payments 

in the Republic of Macedonia, 

which was 43% in 2017, is 

lower than the average of the 

CESEE countries and the old 

EU Member States (48% and 

50%, respectively). On the 

other hand, credit transfers in 

the Republic of Macedonia had 

a significant share (57%) in the 

total number of transactions in 

cashless payment instruments, 

which is above the average of 

the EU (22%) and CESEE 

(47%) countries. This situation 

in the Republic of Macedonia is 

due to the absence of other 

types of cashless payment 

instruments (only credit 

transfers and payment cards), unlike the old EU member states and the CESEE countries that 

have a greater range of cashless instruments, but also different habits of their usage. Thus, direct 

debit prevails in Germany (50.6%), there is a large use of cheques in Cyprus (16%), and relatively 

high use of electronic money in Italy (8%). Also, considering the credit transfers initiation, the 

Republic of Macedonia has a relatively low share of electronic credit transfers (42%) in the total 

number of credit transfers, compared to the old EU member states (91%) and the CESEE 

countries (86%). This situation points to the need for greater promotion of the already 

established digital payment infrastructure in the domestic economy.  

 

                                                      
9The latest available data for the EU member states are as of 2016.   
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2.1. CREDIT TRANSFERS 

 

In 2017, the total number 

of credit transfer transactions 

was 58.7 million, most of which 

were initiated by legal entities 

(71%), while the rest by natural 

persons. Moreover, legal entities 

increasingly use the services of e-

banking compared to natural persons. 

Legal entities initiate 51% of the 

number of credit transfers 

electronically (mostly through personal 

computer), while natural persons 

initiate only 20% electronically (the 

rest are paper-based). However, 

natural persons also moderately use 

mobile phones and ATMs when 

initiating electronic credit transfers. 

This situation can be an indication of a 

gradual, yet sure change in the 

payment culture of natural persons in 

favor of using the benefits of new technological solutions in the execution of electronic payments.   

Classification by size of the domestic banks shows that in 2017 there was a high 

concentration of initiation of electronic credit transfers by natural persons through accounts in 

large banks (94% of the total), and 

analyzing legal entities, there was a 

greater distribution of the initiation of 

electronic credit transfers (less than 

three quarters were executed through 

large banks).  However, it can be 

concluded that both natural persons 

and legal entities perform most of the 

online payments through the e-banking 

of large banks. 
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2.2 PAYMENT CARDS 

 

The total value of transactions with domestic and foreign payment cards in 

terms of location of terminals (in the country and abroad) in 2017 was Denar 213 

billion. Domestic and foreign payment cards were mostly used for cash withdrawal at terminals 

located in the country (69% and 60%, respectively). Furthermore, residents initiated 26% of the 

value of transactions at the POS terminals in the country, 4% for ATM cash deposits, and only 

1% for online payments (virtual points of sale). The average value of transactions executed on 

POS terminals in the country in 2017 for resident and nonresident cards was Denar 914 and Denar 

2,556, respectively. 

However, in comparison with the performances in the same categories for 

2016, the value of transactions shows a reduced structural share in the use of 

payment cards by residents for cash withdrawal at ATMs, in favour of the increased 

use of payment cards on POS terminals (by 3 percentage points). Similar changes were 

also registered in non-residents who used foreign payment cards on domestic terminals, namely, 

39% of the value of transactions was executed on POS terminals, 60% for cash withdrawal from 

ATMs and 1% for online payments, compared with 2016, when this share was 37%, 62% and 

1%, respectively. At the same time, residents used relatively more domestic payment cards 

abroad for transactions on POS terminals (55% in 2017 versus 52% in 2016), at the expense of 

the relative decrease in cash withdrawal and online payments of 2 percentage points and 1 

percentage point, respectively. The average value of transaction on POS terminals and virtual 

points of sale with resident cards abroad was Denar 2,549 and Denar 1,991, respectively (versus 

the average value of Denar 914 per transaction at domestic POS terminals).  
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Geographically observed, in 
2017, the total number of 
transactions in the country with 
payment cards issued abroad was 
4.3 million, registering an annual 
increase of 26.7%. Most of the 
transactions were executed using 
payment cards issued in the United 
States, followed by Serbia and the United 
Kingdom. Non-residents mostly used 
payment cards on POS terminals in retail, 
except for the payment cards from Italy 
and Slovenia that were used more for 
withdrawing cash at ATMs. On the other 
hand, the number of transactions with foreign payment cards on virtual points of sale in the 
country is insignificant.  

 
The total value of transactions 

with payment cards issued abroad on 
terminals in the country was Denar 
19.8 billion, (an annual growth of 
19.4%). Analyzing by countries, payment 
cards issued in the United States had the 
largest share in the total value, followed 
by Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 
Most of the transaction value accounts for 
cash withdrawal, except the payment 
cards issued in Greece, where the highest 
transaction value was executed in retail 
through POS terminals. 

 
Total number of transactions 

with domestic payment cards on 
terminals abroad was 5.3 million, 
which is an annual increase of 30%. 
Residents executed most of the 
transactions on terminals located in the 
United Kingdom, followed by the United 
States and Serbia. In addition, most of 
transactions were made at virtual points of 
sale in the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, 
the United States, Hungary and Ireland.  
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The value of transactions using 
domestic payment cards on terminals 
abroad was Denar 13.4 billion, which 
is an annual growth of 22%. 
Significant part of the value was initiated 
in the United Kingdom, Hungary and 
Greece. Transactions in trade executed at 
POS terminals make up most of the total 
value (especially in Greece), but there is 
also a relatively high share in online 
transactions in the United Kingdom, 
Hungary, the United States, Luxembourg 
and Ireland. 
 

 

 

 

Comparative analysis of online trade in the EU and the Republic of 
Macedonia 

 
The results of the survey in trade-commerce in 2017, conducted in the EU member 

states10 and several non-EU countries reveal that online shopping is increasingly being used. 
In the five-year period (2012-2017), there is a significant 13 percentage points 
increase in the share of EU households that shop online, which is 57% of the 
households that used Internet in 2017. Similar tendencies were observed in the 
Republic of Macedonia, where the percentage of households that use Internet and 
e-commerce increased from 5% in 2012 to 15% in 201711. Yet, this level is almost four 
times below the EU average, although 76% of the Macedonian population used the Internet, 
which is relatively close to the EU average (85%).  

                                                      
10 The data is a result of an online commerce survey conducted by the EU member states and non-EU countries (Iceland, Norway, 
Switzerland, Montenegro, Macedonia, Serbia and Turkey). The survey results derived from responses of158,197 households and 
209,060 people outside the EU, refer to 2017 and are available on the Eurostat website. 

11 Only five banks provide e-commerce in the Republic of Macedonia.  
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E-commerceincreased in all age groups. In 2017, 25 to 34 year olds were the most 

frequent online shoppers in the EU (75%), while in the Republic of Macedonia, it was the age 
group from 16 to 24 years (29%). Elderly people, particularly those in the 55-74 age group 
shopped less via the Internet, which is especially noticeable in the Republic of Macedonia where 
their share is minor (below 5%). 

 
The population in Macedonia shops less frequently and spends less money 

for e-commerce compared to the EU countries. Most online shoppers in the Republic of 
Macedonia (73%) made 1-2 purchases in 2017, while in the EU, the share of purchases in the 
categories 1-2 times and 3-5 times (35%) is the same. The largest share of the population in 
Macedonia (68%) spent less than 50 euros for purchase of goods and services online, while 
about 60% of the EU population spent more than 100 euros. 
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Analyzing the type of 
goods and services, the 
population in Macedonia 
mostly purchased clothes 
and sports equipment on the 
Internet, while in the EU, there 
is a greater variety of goods and 
services purchased online 
(clothing and sports equipment, 
travel and hotel arrangements, 
household products, event 
tickets, books, magazines and 
newspapers, etc.). 

The Macedonian 
population mostly 
purchased from Internet 
merchants outside the EU (76% in 2017), and only 30% of the population purchased from 
domestic internet merchants, which may point to a limited offer of products and services from 
the domestic Internetmerchants. Compared to 2012, the percentage of the population in 
Macedonia that shopped online from merchants outside the EU significantly increased, with 
simultaneous decline in online purchases from merchants in the country and in the EU. On the 
other hand, the largest percentage of the EU population purchased from Internet merchants 
in the national economy (87% in 2017). However, there is a significant increase in the 
population that purchased from Internet merchants in other EU countries and outside the EU 
compared to 2012.   
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According to the survey results, the most important reasons why people do not 

shop online is that they want to shop personally and see the product, the security aspect of 
payment, the lack of adequate knowledge and skills for making payments, the lack of a 
payment card and distrust that the purchased products will really be delivered. Hence, the 
digitalization of payments requires a real need for more active education of the population, 
which would overcome the prejudices related to e-commerce and increase the confidence in 
the quality, reliability and efficiency of e-commerce. 
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3. NON-CURRENT PAYMENTS SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
The total number of transaction accounts in the RM at the end of 2017 was 

3.86 million, which is a moderate annual decline of 0.18%. Furthermore, 3.67 million 
transaction accounts or 95% of the total number of transaction accounts are owned by natural 
persons, i.e. each depositor has an average of 2.2 transaction accounts in one bank or more. The 
remainder consists of accounts of legal entities, whose number is 0.19 million transaction 
accounts, where each depositor has an average of 1.6 transaction accounts. 
 

 
 
 
 
The total number of accounts available through a personal computer or other device for 

bank reports (insight into account balance without initiating electronic payments) is 0,77 million, 
or 20% of the total number of transaction accounts. The share of accounts available for initiating 
electronic payments in accounts that provide insight into the balance is 41%, with the largest 
share of accounts for electronic payments of legal entities (91%) in the total number of legal 
entities' accounts for insight into the balance. In addition, only 8% of the total number of 
transaction accounts offer an opportunity for electronic payments, indicating limited 
use of digital banking channels for making payments. This limitation is especially 
pronounced in natural persons where only 7% of transaction accounts allow for initiation of 
electronic payments, while the situation with the legal entities is a bit favorable (29% of the total 
accounts of legal entities offer an opportunity for electronic payments). The large banks make up 

Вкупно ФЛ ПЛ Вкупно ФЛ ПЛ Вкупно ФЛ ПЛ Вкупно ФЛ ПЛ

3,858,644 3,670,026 188,618 770,464 710,210 60,254 316,297 261,655 54,642

20% 19% 32% 8% 7% 29%

41% 37% 91%

Трансакциски сметки

од кои: од кои:

Вкупен број на депонентиСметки достапни преку ПС или друг 

уред само за извештаи

Сметки достапни преку ПС или друг 

уред за плаќања и извештаи

1,635,544 116,313

2.24 1.62

Процентуално учество од „Сметки достапни преку ПС или друг уред само 

за извештаи“

Соoднoс со „Трансакциски сметки“

1,751,857

2.20

Процентуално учество од 

„Треансакциски сметки “

2016 2017

1.818.676 1.821.997

252.851 498.199

18.764 19.337

1.039 1.031

86 118

256 280

34.826 31.995

12.056 15.807

711 832

контактни /безконтактни

ПЛАТЕЖНА ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА

Вкупно картички со платежна 

функција

контактни /безконтактни

Интернет

Банкомати

со функција за депонирање готовина

со функција на кредитен трансфер

од кои според технологија на плаќања

Уреди за електронски трансфер 

на средства на физички места на 

продажба

Уреди на виртуелни места на 

продажба (интернет-продажни 

места)
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92% of the total number of accounts available for initiating electronic payments, the middle-size 
banks with 8%, while the share of small banks is insignificant.  
 

 The total number of payment cards at the end of 2017 was 1.8 million, which 
is an annual growth of 0.18%. The number of contact-contactless cards in 2017 almost 
doubled on an annual basis and reached a share of 27.3% in the total number of cards with a 
payment function. About four-fifths of the total number of cards are debit cards and the rest are 
cards with a credit function, retaining the same structural share as in 2016. Thus, natural persons 
and legal entities mostly hold Visa cards (59%), followed by MasterCard (37%) and other brands 
(4%). 

 

 
 

The number of contact-contactless cards increases along with the growth of 
the contactless payment terminals. Thus, the share of installed POS terminals that support 
contact-contactless cards in the total number of POS terminals at the end of 2017 was 49.4%, 
which is a share of 15 percentage points more compared to 2016. The trend of increased 
installation and use of modern digital payment devices is also confirmed by the growth of the 
number of ATMs with additional function for initiating credit transfer in 2017 (annual growth of 
9.4%). In addition, it is noteworthy that the banks tend to reduce the waiting queues at the cash 
payment counters, as well as the manual operations of the bank tellers, by constantly increasing 
the number of ATMs with a cash deposit function (118 ATMs with a cash deposit function in 2017 
compared to 86 in 2016). On the other hand, in 2017, POS terminals registered an annual decline 
of -8.1%, due to the process of cost optimization through the replacement of the old POS 
terminals with new modern ones, thus reducing the number of POS terminals with merchants. 

The total number of merchants in the country who accept payment cards at the 
end of 2017 was 12,817. Most of them (11,899) are merchants who accept payments on POS 
terminals (with 92,8%), followed by merchants who accept payments on virtual points of sale 
(719) or 5,6%, while the rest (199) are merchants who accept payments on other devices (fast 
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collection payment systems12 and micropayment service providers13) with a share of 1.6% of the 
total number of merchants.  

As a result of the technological development and the growing need for 
digitization of payments in the domestic economy, the number of online shops 
increased and at the end of 2017 amounted to 832, which is an annual growth of 
17.2%. The preference of online payments compared to the traditional payment methods is due 
primarily to the wide range of benefits for retailers and buyers; namely, quick and efficient 
payments initiated at home or office available 24/7, transparent reports on the successfulness of 
the transactions executed, real time disposal of retailers’ account balances, promotional discount 
of certain categories of products to stimulate e-commerce, timely disposal of products and 
services to customers, free delivery of products to the addresses specified by the buyers or their 
delivery at a low rate, etc. This indicates that the new payment technologies and their introduction 
by the domestic banking sector means increase in the preferences of population and companies 
for online payments, but also confirms the need for greater promotion of the already established 
online payments infrastructure in the domestic economy. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
12 The fast collection payment system uses specific terminals to enable faster cash and cashless payments for various types of services 

(payment of water bills, broadcast fee, cable television, mobile telephony, insurance, tuition, etc.). 
13 Micropayment is payment of products and services in a single amount not exceeding Denar 1,000, with the approval for making 
the payment being issued through telecommunication, digital or IT devices. 
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4. CASH PAYMENTS IN RETAIL 

 

In the Republic of Macedonia, cash can be withdrawn from the ATMs in the 
country or at the banks’ counters with a payment order or by using a payment card 
at the POS terminal located at the bank's counter. According to the data, in 2017, 

transactions with payment cards for 
cash withdrawal accounted for 87% 
(56% from ATMs and 32% from 
counters), while transactions with 
payment cards in retail accounted for 13% 
of the total value of transactions with 
domestic payment cards on domestic 
terminals. 

Unlike the Republic of 
Macedonia, where the use of 
payment cards is mainly aimed at 
withdrawing cash, in the old EU 
member states, most of the value of 
transactions with domestic payment 
cards is in retail (51.7%), and the cash 
withdrawal participates with 48.3% in the 
total value (31.8% from ATMs and 16.5% 
from counters and POS-terminals 14 ). 
Sweden is the leader15 in this group of 
countries for using payment cards in 
retail, with a high 89.5%. On the other 
hand, CESEE countries report, on average, 
a high share of cash in the total value of 
transactions with domestic payment cards 
at ATMs (47%), and counters and POS 

terminals (29%)16. However, the residents of Estonia and Poland are relatively more likely to use 
payment cards in retail compared to other CESEE countries17.   

Additionally, in 2017, 15 transactions per capita were cash withdrawal 
transactions in the Republic of Macedonia, while 25 transactions per capita were 
retail transactions. Compared to the old EU member states and the CESEE countries, the 
situation is significantly different. In the old EU member states, 28 transactions per capita were 

                                                      
14 Withdrawing cash on POS-terminals is used in the countries of the group of old EU member states and in the group of CESEE 
countries, but not in Macedonia. 
15 Denmark does not report cash withdrawal data in the ECB statistics, and thus it has a 100% share of payment card transactions in 
trade.  
16 Cyprus does not report data on trade payments in the ECB statistics and thus it has a 0% share of payment card transactions for 
cash withdrawal.  
17 In the CESEE countries, the largest share of payment card transactions in retail in the total value of transactions with domestic 
payment cards on devices located in the country is registered in Estonia (49.1%), while the lowest share is recorded in Bulgaria 
(4.7%). 
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for cash withdrawal and 109 for payments in retail18. In the CESEE countries, 18 transactions per 
capita were for cash withdrawal and 56 for payments in trade19.  

The structure of payments in 
retail in the Republic of Macedonia 
also shows a high preference for 
cash payments, despite the downward 
trend in the cash payments in the total 
turnover in retail. According to 
estimates20, in 2017, the share of cash 
payments in the total value of 
transactions in retail trade was 72%, 
compared with 78% in 2016 or 90% in 
2008. What is notable is the presence of 
a clear and constant trend of reducing 
the use of cash in trade at the expense 
of an increase in cashless payments. 

Despite the positive developments, cash is still the most common instrument for making payments 
in retail in the Republic of Macedonia, which deviates from the trends in the developed countries 
where cashless payments prevail. 

To achieve a higher level of digitization of the Macedonian society and reduce 
the use of cash, the NBRM, the Ministry of Finance and the banking sector 
representatives prepared a Draft Cash Reduction Strategy for the Republic of 
Macedonia. The draft strategy includes a wide range of proposed administrative, market, 
educational and promotional measures, with a defined timeframe and institutions responsible for 
their implementation. The implementation of the Strategy should contribute to greater use of 
efficient and reliable cashless payment instruments, in order to maintain financial stability and 
sound banking system. In addition, reducing the use of cash would contribute to reducing the 
informal economy and tax evasion.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
18 Sweden reported the highest number of per capita transactions with payment cards in retail (266), while the lowest number was 
reported by Greece (25). Regarding the per capita transactions with payment cards for withdrawing cash in the old EU member states, 
the highest number of transactions was recorded in the United Kingdom (45), while the lowest number was recorded in Sweden (14). 
19 Estonia reported the highest number of per capita transactions with payment cards in retail (197), while the lowest number was 
recorded in Bulgaria (9). The highest number of per capita transactions with payment cards for cash withdrawal in the CESEE countries 
was recorded in Croatia (30), while the lowest number was recorded in Hungary (12). 
20 When interpreting the results of the share of cash payments in the total retail transactions, it should be taken into account that the 
assessment of the volume of cash payments was made so that the total turnover in the retail trade, except for the trade in motor 
vehicles and motorcycles, is reduced by the total value of transactions with payment cards on POS terminals (physical and virtual). 
Since this is an estimated data, there is uncertainty about the accuracy of the results obtained.  
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5. BLOCKED TRANSACTION ACCOUNTS  

 
At the end of 2017, the number 
of blocked accounts owned by 
110.727 blocked depositors 
was 233.931 (or 6.1% of the 
total transaction accounts) and 
registered an annual decrease 
of 4.1%. The decrease in blocked 
accounts is due primarily to the 
reduced number of blocked 
accounts of legal entities, which 
declined by 15.3% on an annual 
basis (45,431 blocked accounts at 
the end of 2017, which are owned 
by 30,265 legal entities, compared 
to 53,656 blocked accounts owned 

by 35,339 legal entities in 2016). The number of natural persons’ blocked accounts (188.500) 
owned by 80.462 blocked natural persons depositors has decreased by 1% compared to the same 
period in the previous year, for the first time since the beginning of the global economic crisis in 
2008. 

 
 

 


